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ST 104 - DISTRIBUTION THEORY

(RE-REPEAT)

all questions

(a) If t/ has a 1, distribution with D degrees of freedom.

Time : Three houn

ul0;

otherwise.

Find E(u) and V(U).

(b) Lef Y1,Y2,YI,...,Y. be random sample from a normal distribution with near z anr

reriance o2. Find the E(Sr) ard lz(S2), where

':{ffi

s'=;]!tx 71, ."a v:1iv,\_



2. If X and y are iwo random lariables have density function

Ito-,-vr, if 0<x<2,2<y<4;
otherwise.

Find

(a)

(b)

c)

(d)

G)

joint cumulative distribution function.

P(X<1, y<3).

Dlv t \/ ,

P(x<1ly<3).

(a) A particular fast-food outlet is interested in the joitrt behavior of the rardom va
y1, defined as the total time between a customer,s arrival at the store and leavi

service witrdow, and Y2, the time that a eustomer waits in line before reachi

service window. Because Y1 contains the time a customer waits in line, we mur

Y > y2, "Ihe relative frequency dist bution of observed values of y1 and y, 
r

modeled by the probability density function

(

l(Y''a): { "' oss?<Y <oo;

I lJ, otherwise

Another random variable of interest is U : y _ %, the time spert at the I

window.

i. Find the probability density function for [/.

ii, Find f (I/) and V(U).

(b) LetY1,Y2,...,Y" be independent uniformly distdbuted random va ablesoniheir

I0, dl.

i. Find the probability distribution function ol y6 = max(yr,y", ...,y*).

ii. Find the density function of y,.

iii. Suppose that the number of minutes thai you need to wait for a bus unil

. distributed or the interval [0,1b]. If you take the bus five times, what
probability that your Iongest wait is less than 10 minutes?



(u) Suppose that the length of time

the probability density functioo

Let Y be a random variable with density function given by

I(o) = [ f,"' -r 's' r:

[ 0, otherwise.

(a) Find the density function of {4 = 3y.

(b) Find the density furction of U, = 3 - y.

(c) Find the density function ol Ih = Y2.

(d) Find 7(U1), v (U2) and v(U).

y that takes a worker to compiete a ceftain taskt has

where d is a positive constant that represents Nhe

lc) Let Yt,Y2, ...,Y*be a random sampLe of size n from a normal disiribution with a mean

rX - p), 
show tr.,u, f z, y] frf -_4,tl' i. , ,,/ and a varianre ofo'. llZi=! o ; ,-L o J

dist bution with n degrees of freedom

pletion.

Let Yr,Yz,...,Y^ denote the random sample of completion i distribution.

i. Find the density function for Ylrt -- min(yr, Y,, .., y").

ii. Find E({a).

(b) Let X be a standard normal variate. Show that Y : X2 is a chi-square random variable

with degrees of freedom 1.

fi}s{{F
e 1 1 l -t



6. A cedain process for producing an industrial chemical yields a product containin

types of impuritips. For a specify sample from this process, let y1 denote tha propor.t

impurities i'n the samplb and Y2 the proportion oftype f impurity among all impurities 1

Suppose the joint distribution of yl and Y2 can be modeled by the following probt

densitv function j

\."..

I 2(r-f). 0Srr <r,0<yrSt;"- " I\!r,42)= \
|. 0. o{hprwise.

(a) Find the probability density function of the proportion of type 1 impurities j

sample.

(b) Find the expected value of the proportion of type 11 impurities in the sample.


